
 Instructions

1. Excavate pit for chamber, whilst supporting the wall according to legal requirements and ground conditions.

2. Pour concrete blinding layer for base, typically 50mm thick.

3. Cast in-situ concrete base slab.

4. Using safe and approved lifting methods, manoeuvre the chamber onto base slab and check the horizontal positioning is correct.

5. Maintenance lifting cable is the appropriate length, if inverts are deeper this can be sited on the wall of the chamber.

6. Align the inlet opening to the correct position to suit the site drainage layout. The inlet end is identified by the deflector positioned in front of the inlet pipe.

7. Connect pipework to the chamber. We recommend rocker pipes to inlet and outlet, particularly where ground settlement might arise.

8. Backfill as detailed above.

9. Position precast concrete cover slab.

10. Install Class B engineering brickwork or PCC seating rings.

11. Lay ductile iron cover & frame (appropriate load rating)

   Please Note:

● If in doubt regards any of the above, we suggest you consult a professional engineer for further advise..

● At all times, the STORMSHARK must be protected against contamination & construction debris and physical damage during installation.
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9: Precast cover slab (By
others). To be bedded onto
concrete surround only, with
mortar, proprietory bitumen

or resin mastic sealant

10: Class B Engineering bricks
(min. 2 courses - max.4 courses.
Alternatively concrete seating
rings  As detailed. (By others)

11: Appropriately load rated cover & frame in
accordance with BS EN 124. Clear access

opening to be maintained (By others)

Depth dependant
on model
(see specific drawing)

4: HDPE Chamber must be
installed horizontally

3: Cast in-situ base slab

2: Typically 50mm thick concrete blinding

Pipework options will
vary to suit the
hydraulic loading
(see specific model)

8: Minimum 150mm granular
bedding material or
compacted backfill surround
(By others)

● SSK750M
● SSK1000M

MODELs

5: Maintenance
lifting cable

6: Align inlet pipe to
suit suit drainage.

7: Connect pipework to
chamber. Preferably using
rocker pipes (twinwall
rockers can be supplied )

Invert depth
to suit.
4m maximum
invert as a
single piece
chamber
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